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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a multi-objective

evolutionary algorithm, that uses clustering

selection and does not need any additional

parameter like others. It clusters the popula-

tion into a exible number of clusters employ-

ing x-means from [Pelleg and Moore, 2000].

First, the selective �tness is assigned to clus-

ters and in second place to individuals of clus-

ters. We show three hybrid variants incorpo-

rating additional mechanisms from other eli-

tist multi-objective evolutionary algorithms

in order to increase selection pressure. Using

the test functions from Deb's T suite (T1-

T6), from Scha�er, Kursawe and Quagliarella

we evaluate the performance and the qual-

ity of our approach against the most recent

and performant elitist multi-objective evo-

lutionary algorithms, NSGA2, SPEA2 and

PESA2. The comparison yields promising re-

sults for region-based selection using cluster-

ing in combination with additional crowding

strategies.

1 Introduction

Multi-Objective Optimisation Problems (MOOP)

arise when at least two competing objectives (or cri-

teria) have to be optimised. If no preferences for any

objectives are given or known a priori, the task is to

optimise all objectives at the same time, which will

produce a set of optimal trade-o� solutions rather than

one single optimal solution. In general a MOOP is de-

�ned by a function f

(y1; y2; :::; ym) = f(xi; x2; :::; xn) with m > 1; n > 0

which maps a vector of n decision variables to a vector

of m objective variables, which has to be optimised.

Solutions may be better, equal or worse than others.

Better or dominating solutions are meant to be better

in at least one objective and not worse in all others.

All non-dominated solutions are called Pareto-optimal

and belong to the Pareto set.

Most Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) try to solve

MOOPs by using a priori knowledge |given or not|

to weight the di�erent objectives in order to construct

a single objective problem. But these approaches pro-

duce just one solution of the Pareto-optimal set. In

contrast, Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimisation

Algorithms (EMO) try to �nd the whole Pareto set

or at least a good presentation of it. For further read-

ing in MOOP and EMO we suggest the comprehensive

book from Deb [Deb, 2001].

Since the �rst real EMO algorithm by Schaf-

fer [Scha�er, 1984], called VEGA, and the inspiring

lines in Goldberg's book [Goldberg, 1989], a num-

ber of seminal approaches have shown the capabil-

ity of EMOs to demonstrate that Pareto domination-

based EMOs can be reliably used to �nd and

maintain multiple trade-o� solutions of the Pareto

set. In the last years elitist EMOs have shown

best performance in order to �nd global Pareto-

optimal solutions and good diversity in presenting

the real global Pareto set: Non-dominated Sort-

ing Genetic Algorithm 2 (NSGA2) [Deb et al., 2000],

Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2)

[Zitzler et al., 2001] and Pareto Envelope based Se-

lection (PESA) [Corne et al., 2000] and PESA2

[Corne et al., 2001]. All these algorithms use the

framework of conventional EAs and di�er in �tness as-

signment, selection operator and an optional external

archive, storing the actual Pareto set.

In the following of the paper we show a new Multi-

Objective Clustering Selection operator (section 2),

compare it to the mentioned algorithms on commonly

used test problems (section 3), discuss the results (sec-



tion 4), and conclude (section 5).

2 Multi-Objective Clustering
Selection (MOCS)

The Multi-Objective Clustering Selection (MOCS)

Evolutionary Algorithm works as follows:

Algorithm 1 (MOCS EA) Population Pt of

� � N individuals is evolved for T generations. An

additional archive population P �
t
of size � = N is

maintained. P �
T
gives the result of non-dominated so-

lutions.

1. Initialisation: Set t = 0, generate initial o�spring

population Pt, set population P �
t
= ;.

2. Evaluate and Assign Fitness: Evaluate �tness val-

ues of individuals of Pt.

3. Environmental Selection: Use a truncation oper-

ator in order to reduce the size of P �
t
= P �

t
[ Pt

to N (cf. section 2.1): We use \non-dominated

Pareto sorting" and \crowding distance measure"

from NSGA2.

4. Termination: If t � T then remove all dominated

individuals from PT and stop.

5. Mating Selection: Cluster P �
t
into k clusters us-

ing (c1; c2; :::; ck) = x-means(P �
t
; 1; N) with 1 �

k � N [Pelleg and Moore, 2000] (cf. section 2.2).

(a) Region-based selection: Perform binary tour-

nament selection on the k clusters found

where clusters with lower cardinality win

(like PESA does) ) � selected clusters.

(b) Local individual-based selection: For any of

the � selected clusters perform a binary tour-

nament selection on its individuals where the

crowding-distance measure from NSGA2 or-

ders individuals ) � selected individuals.

The mating pool Pt contains now � individuals.

6. Variation: Apply recombination and mutation to

Pt.

7. Increment: Set P �
t+1 = P �

t
and Pt+1 = Pt. Set

t = t+ 1 and go to 2.

As alternatives step 5a is replaced with random selec-

tion of clusters and step 5b is replaced with random

selection of individuals (PESA-like). Table 1 gives an

overview of our implemented combinations.

MOCS uses the basic Genetic Algorithm extended

by Environmental Selection and Mating Selection like

other elitist EMOs do. The archive is limited by N en-

tries and has to be reduced in the Environmental Se-

lection step, because the o�spring population has to be

merged into the archive, which yields a maximum size

of 2N . It is important to keep as many non-dominated

solutions as possible and a good diversity among them

in the archive. In the Mating Selection step individu-

als are chosen for the mating pool. Again the best and

most diverse solutions should be selected with higher

probability in order to increase selection pressure for

�nding better solutions in the variation step.

Besides its own clustering technique, MOCS uses or-

dering techniques from other EMOs (cf. table 1):

PESA2 [Corne et al., 2001] has a \squeeze"-factor,

which simply counts the individuals of each hyperbox

(see also section 2.2). We use this in a similar way:

In a binary tournament the cluster with less mem-

bers wins. From NSGA2 [Deb et al., 2000] we borrow

the \non-dominated Pareto sorting" and the \crowd-

ing distance measure" which orders individuals �rstly

by its Pareto-rank (lower is better) and secondly by

the volume enclosed by its next neighbours (larger is

better). In NSGA2 it is used for environmental and

mating selection.

Algorithm Mating Selection (after clustering

with X-means)

MOCS-1 randomly select clusters, then perform

binary tournament with crowding-

distance measure

MOCS-2 perform binary tournament on clus-

ters with \squeeze"-factor,

then perform binary tournament with

crowding-distance measure

MOCS-3 perform binary tournament on clus-

ters with \squeeze"-factor, then ran-

domly select individuals from winning

clusters

Table 1: Overview of implemented versions: MOCS

uses the crowding-distance measure from NSGA2 and

the \squeeze"-factor from PESA2 in order to rank in-

dividuals resp. clusters.

2.1 Environmental Selection

In a �rst step we remove all multiple points and keep

just one of each. This may reduce the population

(archive) size below N but gives all points the same

chance in the later steps of the algorithm. MOCS

uses Environmental Selection from NSGA2 in order

to reduce the population (archive) size. We also im-

plemented and tested a clustering technique for En-



vironmental Selection similar to the NSGA2, but we

did not include it in this paper: First do a non-

dominated Pareto ranking, which assigns all individu-

als to r Pareto fronts; then successively add the ranked
fronts of individuals until the actual front does not �t

into the remaining s of N slots. For this actual front

�rst keep all boundary points b if possible then per-

form a clustering into s� b clusters and take the best

individual from each cluster into the population. Best

individuals are those who have the maximum average

distance to all others. Remaining fronts are discarded.

2.2 Mating Selection

Mating selection in MOCS is done region-based. Corne

and Knowles introduced this technique in EMOs with

PESA2 [Corne et al., 2001]. They showed that region-

based selection has advantages over individual-based

selection like all other elitist EMOs do: the probabil-

ity of selecting highly isolated individuals in contrast

to crowded individuals rises because the unit of selec-

tion is now the \region" and no longer the individ-

ual. Thus this technique removes selective attention

from crowded regions and assigns this attention more

equally over the whole population.

The drawback on PESA2 is its 'hypergrid'. The user

has to provide a parameter called grid-size g in order

to build gm hyperboxes in the m-dimensional objec-

tive hyperspace. The diÆculty is to choose the best

dimensions of the hyperboxes so that the resulting hy-

perboxes or regions are neither too �ne-grained nor

too large. The �rst extreme leads back to individual-

based selection and the second extreme could lead to

one hyperbox containing all individuals. Big advan-

tages of PESA2 and the hypergrid strategy are its low

performance complexity of O(mN) to �nd the hyper-

box for every individual per generation and the easy

implementation of the algorithm.

MOCS uses a more exible but also more expensive

technique: we cluster the population into k clusters,

where k is determined by the algorithm itself. k may

be in the range from 1 to population size N . The

used clustering algorithm x-means was introduced by

[Pelleg and Moore, 2000]. X-means extends and im-

proves k-means [Duda and Hart, 1973], which clusters

a dataset in k clusters. For detailed explanations of x-

means and k-means we refer to the cited papers, �gure

1 shows an example.

Related work has been done by

[Molyneaux et al., 2001]: They introduced the Clus-

tering Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (CPEA), which

�nds and retains many local Pareto-optimal fronts in

contrast to our global Pareto-optimal algorithm. Ma-
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Figure 1: Population of 25 individuals in an EA run

for test function T3 (cf. table 2, minimise both, f1
and f2): 5 clusters (A-E) have been calculated. In the

Mating Selection of this population the cluster A down

right has the best chances in the tournament selection,

because it has the lowest number of elements.

jor drawbacks of CPEA are the unlimited number of

non-dominated (local) individuals, the �xed number k
of clusters, the local non-dominated sorting (which ob-

viously may be an advantage in the sense of searching

for local Pareto-optimal sets) and its poor computa-

tional performance due to the unlimited size of the

archive.

2.3 Complexity Issues

The most complex task in multi-objective optimisation

is to �nd an adequate process to calculate the selective

�tness in the sense of crowding in objective space. Iso-

lated individuals must have a higher selective �tness

than crowded ones. This selective �tness is used for

environment and mating selection to increase selective

pressure.

PESA2 has a complexity of O(mN) to calculate the

box of N individuals and the \squeezes" of the boxes

in an m-dimensional problem per generation. NSGA2

and SPEA2 require O(mN2) time.

Simple k-means has a performance complexity of

O(mNk) to calculate all distances between the N in-

dividuals and the k chosen centroids per internal iter-

ation, where the number of internal iterations is not

known and may be in�nite. X-means is approximately

equivalent to running k-means with k = 1; 2; 3:::N and

uses kd-trees to store data which are much more eÆ-

cient than the naive algorithm (for our low dimension-

ality). But anyway this yields a complexity of O(mN2)



Name Domain Chromosome

Length L
Functions

[Zitzler et al., 2000] [Deb, 2001]

T1-T6 common frame f1(x)
f2(x) = g(x)h(f1(x); g(x))

T1 [0; 1]n 900 f1(x) = x1
n = 30 g(x) = 1 + 9

n�1

P
n

i=2
xi

h(f1; g) = 1�
p
f1=g

T2 [0; 1]n 900 f1(x) = x1
n = 30 g(x) = 1 + 9

n�1

P
n

i=2
xi

h(f1; g) = 1� (f1=g)
2

T3 [0; 1]n 900 f1(x) = x1
n = 30 g(x) = 1 + 9

n�1

P
n

i=2
xi

h(f1; g) = 1�
p
f1=g � (f1=g) sin(10�f1)

T4 x1 2 [0; 1] 300 f1(x) = x1
xi6=1 2 [�5; 5] g(x) = 1 + 10(n� 1) +

P
n

i=2
(x2

i
� 10 cos(4�xi))

n = 30 h(f1; g) = 1�
p
f1=g

T5 x1 2 f0; 1g30 80 u(xi) denotes the number of 1s in xi
xi6=1 2 f0; 1g5 f1(x) = 1 + u(x1), g(x) =

P
n

i=2
v(u(xi)), h(f1; g) = 1=f1

n = 11 v(u(xi)) = 2 + u(xi) if u(xi) < 5 else 1

T6 [0; 1]n 300 f1(x) = 1� exp(�4x1) sin
6(6�x1)

n = 10 g(x) = 1 + (n� 1) [(
P

n

i=2
xi)=(n� 1)]

0:25

h(f1; g) = 1� (f1=g)
2

[Scha�er, 1985]

SPH-m [�103; 103]n 400 fj(x) = (xj � 1)2 +
P

1�i�n;i6=j
x2
i

m = 2; 3; 4 n = 20 1 � j � m

[Quagliarella and Vicini, 1997]

QV [�5; 5]n 400 f1(x) = ( 1
n

P
n

i=1
(x2

i
� 10 cos(2�xi) + 10))0:25

n = 20 f2(x) = ( 1
n

P
n

i=1
((xi � 1:5)2 � 10 cos(2�(xi � 1:5)) + 10))0:25

[Kursawe, 1991]

KUR [�103; 103]n 400 f1(x) =
P

n�1

i=1
(�10 exp(�0:2

q
x2
i
+ x2

i+1
)

n = 20 f2(x) =
P

n

i=1
(jxij

0:8 + 5 sin3(xi))

Table 2: Test functions for performance comparisons. Deb's T test suite, QV and KUR are 2-dimensional,

SPH-m is evaluated in 2, 3 and 4 dimensions.

in best case.

3 Experiments

The MOCS approaches have been tested against

NSGA2, SPEA2 and PESA21. Table 2 shows the test

functions with domains of decision variables, dimen-

sion of variable space n, dimension of objective space

m and chromosome length L. All of them are min-

imisation problems. We used the same functions T1-

T6 like [Corne et al., 2001] did for testing PESA and

PESA2, like [Zitzler et al., 1999] did for testing SPEA

1We also tested against PESA and SPEA, but their per-
formance was too poor, which has also been proven by the
evaluation of its successors.

and 8 other EMOs and KUR, QV and SPH-m like

[Zitzler et al., 2001] did for testing SPEA2. But also

many other researchers have used these functions as

well.

Deb [Zitzler et al., 2000, Deb, 2001] provides a proce-

dure of constructing two-dimensional objective prob-

lems with a range of characteristics of varying degrees.

These include convexity (T1), concavity (T2), discon-

tinuity (T3,T5), multi-modality (T4), deception (T5)

and non-uniformity (T6) at the Pareto front. All these

problems have to be managed in multi-objective real

world problems by optimisers. T1 and T2 are the base-

line tests. T1 is convex and thus a simple hill-climber

would do the best job. T2 is concave, which yields

�rst diÆculties to overcome. T3 has a number (in



this case 5) of disconnected Pareto-optimal fronts. T4

has a convex Pareto-optimal global front but further-

more there exist 8 � (1011) local fronts which produce

a large number of hurdles. T5 is a boolean function

over bit strings, has again many local fronts and at-

tempts to deceive in order to lead the algorithm to

a local instead to the global front. T6 is non-convex,

non-uniform and the density to the global front is thin.

We ran 2000 generations, which yields a total of 200K

�tness evaluations in place of 5K �tness evaluations in

other studies. We think looking at the whole optimi-

sation process gives more insight into the behaviour of

the algorithms. We tested all the algorithms with the

same parameter settings [Corne et al., 2001](PESA2)

and [Zitzler et al., 1999](SPEA) did for testing their

algorithms.

SPH-m is a multi-objective generalisation of the sphere

model [Scha�er, 1985], which is a symmetric unimodal

function where the isosurfaces are given by hyper-

spheres. We used versions with two, three and four

objectives. QV [Quagliarella and Vicini, 1997] con-

sists of two multi-modal functions, an extreme concave

Pareto-optimal front and a diminishing density of solu-

tions towards the Pareto front. KUR [Kursawe, 1991]

consists of a multi-modal function and function with

pair-wise interactions among the variables, the Pareto

front is disconnected consisting of concave and convex

parts and an isolated point. Again we used the same

parameter settings [Zitzler et al., 2001] did for testing

SPEA2.

All algorithms are implemented in Matlab, embedded

in a binary-coded Genetic Algorithm framework, but

Evolution Strategies or real-coded Genetic Algorithms

may be used as well. Table 3 shows the parameter

setting for the Genetic Algorithm. For each algorithm

and each problem, 20 runs with di�erent random seeds

have been evaluated and per run 200 intermediate re-

sults over time have been measured.

For measuring the quality of the results we have em-

ployed the hypervolume approach. The hypervol-

ume approach by [Zitzler et al., 1999] (modi�ed in

[Zitzler et al., 2001]) calculates the portion of the nor-

malised non-dominated hyperspace in a constructed

hyperspace. Zitzler e.a. state it as the most appropri-

ate scalar indicator since it combines both the distance

of solutions (towards some utopian trade-o� surface)

and the spread of solutions.

4 Results and Discussion

Figures 3 (T1-T6), 2 (KUR,QV) and 4 (SPH-m) show

the results of all runs over time. All algorithms reach

Population sizes T1-T6: � = 100; � = 10

(� = archive) KUR, QV, SPH-m: � = � = 100

#Generations T1-T3,T6: 20000, T4,T5: 4000

KUR, QV, SPH-m: 10000

Crossover method uniform

Crossover rate pc 0.7

Mutation rate pm 1=L, where L (bit-wise)

Additional

parameters

32x32 hypergrid used in PESA,

PESA2

Table 3: Parameter settings for Genetic Algorithm
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Figure 2: Performance values for QV and KUR. The

graphs show the average normalised non-dominated

portion of the hyperspace for 20 runs.

the Pareto fronts for the T functions except for T5,

where they are deceived and get stuck. On T1-T6 all

algorithms except PESA and PESA2 perform quite

well and show similar curves. PESA and PESA2 lack

the ability of keeping boundary points. They also do

badly after reaching the global Pareto-optimal front,

where it is crucial to spread uniformly over the front
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Figure 3: Performance values for T1-T6. The graphs show the average normalised non-dominated portion of the

hyperspace for 20 runs.

in order to lessen the non-dominated hyperspace. The

results for the T suite also shows that NSGA2, SPEA2

and our approaches are better than PESA and PESA2.

On the T suite test functions our approaches keep

track with NSGA2 and SPEA2.

On the QV, KUR and SPH-2 functions also all Pareto

fronts are reached by MOCS. Again PESA2 performs

worst and stagnates because boundary points are not

kept. On QV NSGA2 is slightly better than our ap-

proaches. On KUR our approaches all perform quite
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Figure 4: Performance values for SPH-[2,3,4]. The

graphs show the average normalised non-dominated

portion of the hyperspace for 20 runs.

better than all others. This is due to the fact that our

�rst fronts are always ahead the others before reaching

the global Pareto front, which is a quite small region

in a huge objective space. On SPH-m our MOCS ap-

NSGA2 SPEA2 PESA2 MOCS-1,2,3

QV 37 55 51 75 157 45

KUR 37 45 51 74 156 47

SPH-2 44 71 53 74 141 47

SPH-3 45 73 76 47 58 42

SPH-4 46 77 55 87 58 46

Table 4: Average time in minutes on 20 runs on the

same processors.

proaches are getting better with increasing dimension

m and outperform all others.

MOCS-2 seems to be the best of our approaches: It

uses the NSGA2 Environmental Selection, for Mating

Selection it �rst clusters the population with the x-

means technique into the best quantity of clusters then

it uses binary tournament region-based selection with

the \squeeze"-factor and lastly for every chosen clus-

ter it performs a binary tournament selection with the

NSGA2-crowding distance measure. This last binary

tournament is absent in PESA1 and PESA2. They

use just random selection to choose individuals from a

hyperbox, which may explain their bad performance.

Table 3 shows the average runtime in minutes of the al-

gorithms. Just MOCS-2 needs factor 3 more time com-

pared to NSGA2 on some problems. This shows ex-

perimentally that the time complexity of MOCS holds

O(mN2) as stated in section 2.3.

5 Conclusion

We described a region-based selection technique in

our Multi-Objective Clustering Selection EA, called

MOCS. The advantage of MOCS is its automated clus-

tering which clusters the individuals of the population

in a very exible way. In contrast to any hypergrid

strategy this prevents choosing the wrong grid size,

which leads to too large or too small hyperboxes. Ad-

ditionally, after the region-based selection step, MOCS

uses another binary tournament inside the clusters to

increase the selection pressure. Here we used the tech-

nique from NSGA2 to select individuals inside a clus-

ter.

MOCS has the same or better performance com-

pared to NSGA2, SPEA2 and PESA2. Furthermore

it shows better performance with higher dimensional

problems, which we will evaluate on real world prob-

lems like the calibration process of combustion engines

or in manufacturing industries [Koch et al., 1999,

Koch et al., 2001].



Thus we showed that clustering region-based selection

with an additional local individual-based selection is

a promising alternative to existing methods. For fur-

ther investigation we want to incorporate other strate-

gies like SPEA2 into our hybrid framework. Also the

behaviour of the clustering technique needs to be in-

vestigated to get a deeper knowledge of how MOCS

works.
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